
 

Research in autism-friendly technology needs
to improve to make a real difference for
people
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People on the autism spectrum can face challenges in dealing with a
world they perceive differently to other people, no matter the severity of
their condition.
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Some people with autism gravitate towards technology for learning, play
and communication. For many, technology in the form of augmented
communication aids has helped to give them a voice.

We focus on the role technology plays in the lives of autistic people and
their families. In particular, what are the benefits and problems, and
where can we head in the future to get things right?

As part of that ongoing work, we collected user feedback by pulling data
from millions of autism-related comments in public reviews of apps. We
found many of the comments showed there were some clear benefits to
people with autism, but there were also problems that could have been
easily avoided.

A hole in the evidence base

Carly Fleischmann was once considered a non-verbal, low-functioning
autistic person. Now, with the aid of a digitally synthesised voice, she 
interviews celebrities such as Channing Tatum and has her own online
talk show.

But there is little evidence of the long-term benefits and complications
of using computers and mobile devices to assist, educate and entertain
autistic learners.

This is despite positive responses to computer-based therapy first being
published more than four decades ago. In part, a dearth of evidence is
due to research being expensive and impeded by ethical issues when
working with people who are considered vulnerable.

Moreover, many families are becoming increasingly disillusioned with
autism research. Many feel that research outcomes have become
distanced from practical strategies that help families manage the
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challenges that come with autism.

This is important, because 1 in 100 children is being diagnosed on the
autistic spectrum. Of the participants on the National Disability
Insurance Scheme 29% are autistic, the second-largest disability group in
the scheme.

From an economic perspective, there is an increasing annual cost
estimated to be A$5.8 billion that is borne by families, communities and
government.

If technology can help people on the autism spectrum then we need to
get it right to help with their learning and communication, and to help
their families and carers.

The current role of mobile technology

Before we look to the future it is prudent to understand the present role
of app-based technology.

We scoured the Android Play and Apple App stores using a webcrawler
that scanned as many apps and their associated reviews as could be
found.

The webcrawler applied an algorithm that kept reviews related to autism
and discarded those that weren't relevant, for example when autism was
used as a derogatory term.

In the end, 56 million reviews were analysed from more than 2-million
apps. About one in 7,500 reviews from Apple and one in 50,000 from
Android were found to have useful information that told a story. Here's a
typical example, about the My First Tangrams puzzle app:
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https://www.ndis.gov.au/medias/documents/hda/h8d/8800076922910/CDRC-Report-2016-17-Q2.pdf
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"This is a great app it has helped my son who has autism learn motor
skills, matching shape recognition, motor planning, independence and
makes him think by turning off the magnet."

From the extracted reviews, more than 85% referred to an app that was
neither designed nor advertised for autistic people. We only found 57
apps specifically designed for autistic people that claimed to be evidence-
based, but this was not verified.

The most reported benefits

The first question we looked at was: what were the main reported
benefits?

Common problems in autism include language, education, behaviour,
imagination, sleep, motor skills, attention, sensory, social, diary, hygiene,
emotions, food and eye contact. So we counted how many times these
themes appeared in the reviews.

We found that language and education had the highest frequency of
matches. Apple reviews were more prolific and reported benefits in all
areas examined, whereas Android returned a smaller number of reviews
across fewer areas.
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Although anecdotal, this does give some credence that autistic people
and their families are using technology for other than entertainment.

Tailored for younger users

It was common for the reviewers to report a particular age. Here's an
example from the Relax+ Jr. with Andrew Johnson meditation app:

"My 7 year old son is autistic and has major sleep problems however
since using the original app his sleep has improved dramatically."

Age consistency was apparent between reviews from the Apple and
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Android stores, with the largest age groups targeted being between three
and five year-olds. The reported ages ranged from one to 18, as shown in
the figure below.

The average age of autism diagnosis is typically about three years old
and therapy usually starts as soon as possible. It is not surprising that
there is a demand for technology suitable for an age group that coincides
with the commencement of intensive interventions.

Are app developers autism friendly?

We found a recurring theme of developers changing and updating
features of the app that often caused distress to young people with
autism, such as this example on the Tiny Firefighters: Police &
Firefighters for Kids app:

"This was my son's favorite game. My son is autistic. A seemingly small
change like this is life-altering drama for him. Please change the icon, at
least, so he thinks it's a different game."

Here's another example on the Disney Junior Appisodes of when things
go wrong from an app behaving unexpectely:

"Bought this app for my 5 yr old with autism. He loves Disney. App
always crashes so now all he does is scream in frustration when it
repeatedly doesn't work."

As we said earlier, the majority of the apps we found being used by
people were not specifically developed for people with autism.
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16322174
https://appsrankings.com/app/632012899/tiny-firefighters-police-firefighters-for-kids
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/disney-junior-appisodes/id599083564?mt=8


 

  

But had these apps been developed with help from people involved with 
autism research, then the developers could be better advised on how to
avoid causing any distress.

Perhaps we need a set of guidelines for all software developers to help
them develop autism friendly apps?

The future for technology and autism
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Autism diagnoses are increasing and showing no signs of curtailing, and
the causes are still debated.

Research shows people on the autism spectrum tend to spend
significantly more screen time than the typical person. As such, they
have the potential to rapidly develop skills and learning experiences from
technology.

The use of any mobile technology must provide a positive role for
people with autism. But there are still some serious unanswered
questions as to how best technology should be designed and developed to
mitigate overuse, or harm from poor design or deployment.

Are the skills and experiences that are obtained from using a particular
app being transferred to the real world? Are people with autism
becoming dependent on the virtual world while elements of interpersonal
interaction are sacrificed? What are the negative effects of overuse and
poor design of apps?

We believe technologies that offer safe, interactive and therapeutic
environments will only come about from a multidisciplinary team of
clinicians, software developers, people on the autism spectrum and their
families.

Nevertheless, the future does look brighter for a person diagnosed with 
autism and their families as one reviewer remarked on the Tinycards
memory education app:

"The last two days I've finally been having good interactions with my
four year old daughter."

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the 
original article.
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https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/mental-wealth/201612/autism-and-screen-time-special-brains-special-risks
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/technology/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/autism/
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https://theconversation.com/research-in-autism-friendly-technology-needs-to-improve-to-make-a-real-difference-for-people-71618
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